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A1: Amber Lomax 

Instagram: @amberlomaxart 

Amber is inspired by imagery from her vivid dream life. Her dream journal 
provides fuel for painting exploration and the act of painting itself is a 
dialogue between the conscious and subconscious as each work evolves. 
Born in Truro, Great Britain she graduated from Reading University in 
2001. Amber moved to Canada in 2010 and paints from her home on 
Vancouver Island. 

Coral Masters, 2019 

The images attached are part of Amber's Hit and Sunk series of work 
depicting twin, film noir style detectives. The detectives are used to 
explore the internal struggle between who we think we are and that 
shadowy other that lurks in the background of our psyche and the pursuit 
to bring them together. 

A2: Bigg, Alison  

Instagram: @alisonbigg    

Alison Bigg is a contemporary artist practicing in Victoria, BC. Working in a 
broad range of media including soap, wax, found objects, painting and 
printmaking she creates sculptures that engage senses of sight, scent, 
sound and light.  Her sculptures negotiate a tension between splendor and 
spectacle by confronting the viewer with subject matter that elicits 
disparate sensations of wonderment and discomfort.  Alison graduated 
from Emily Carr College of Art in 1989. In 2017 she finished an 
Independent Studies program at Vancouver Island School of Art. Alison has 
had several solo shows in B.C. She currently has a studio space and is a 
board member at arc.hive Artist Run Centre and at PRINT: Victoria Society 
of Print Artists. 

 



 

Eyeball Safety, 2020 

Eyeball Safety comes from a shocking moment for me when I learned that the new President of the U.S.A. decided not to protect his eyes when looking directly 
at the solar eclipse in 2017. People in positions of power have an obligation to model responsibility. This happened again for me when I saw our Prime Minister 
wearing black face at a party and dressing in clothes that disrespected another culture. Are we going to continue to wear a box on our heads to shield ourselves? 
I have hope with the resurgence of the Me Too and Black Lives Matter movements that we are finally pulling our heads out of the sand. This is a print made 
using stencils, solar plate etching and pronto lithography. 

A3: Falconer, Chelsea     

Website: www.chelseafalconer.com  

Emerging artist Chelsea (she/her) is based in Victoria, BC, but calls Canada home. Having spent her childhood moving between eight cities in five provinces, 
spanning both the east and west coasts, her work often explores themes of belonging and what it means to be Canadian. Her "Forest Bathing" digital art series 
invites the viewer to imagine a whimsical undersea world through the simplicity of line and color. 

Forest Bathing - Curiosity (for Jess), 2020 

This work is part of a whimsical digital art series depicting Chelsea’s childhood fascination of the undersea. Created in Photoshop with a cordless mouse, this 
series captures the essence of late 90’s pixel art and cheekily asks the viewer to imagine another world through the simplicity of line and color. 

B1: Husband, Trevor  

Instagram: @trevorhusbandnativeart     

Trevor comes from Gitxsan and Cree First Nations. He was born and raised on Haida Gwaii, but has lived in the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island since 1995. 
Trevor has been doing northwest native art and carving for 5 years, and his work can be found in galleries and homes in Victoria, Vancouver and around the 
world. 

Springtime Helpers, 2020 

In the spring time, Frog comes to the people and lets us know it's time to shift away from winter ceremonies and start to get ready for preparing for the coming 
year. Frog medicine teaches us to keep clean using water, both physically and spiritually. Frogs also live in both water and land, so we can learn from their 
versatility and adapt to the changing environment that we all face. This piece shows the frog people emerging in the warm springtime sun. 

B2: Gaulin-Brown, Claire  

Instagram: @clairegaulinbrown   

Claire Gaulin-Brown is an artist and illustrator painting flora and fauna on Vancouver Island, and can be found exploring in the forests and the sea. 

 

 

http://www.chelseafalconer.com/


Aerial 1, 2020 

Look up! Victoria is perfectly situated around Migratory Bird Sanctuaries, allowing for many wonderful bird sightings right in town. Victoria is uniquely connected 
to nature, reminding us that this is one of the man reasons to live in and visit Victoria. 

B3: Yeo, June  

Instagram: @kaikafka  

June Yeo is an artist in residence of Flux Gallery based in Victoria.  She is currently working on a project with an Indigenous artist via Belftry Theatre and 
preparing for an upcoming performance for Flux Gallery that explores issues around Queer Romanticism & Gender Fluidity.  She has recently completed hand-
binding two of her books:  SVANT (graphic novel) & Emerald Lake (short story).  She was born in South Korea and obtained a BFA from Seoul National University. 

Queer Gom, 2020 

This work is a part of a series called “SVANT” created during the pandemic.  It came to me during this curious time like a treasure box dropped into my life.  The 
SVANT drawing series began from drawing a van that had blue mountains painted on its body.  At that time, I was listening to “Cyclic” by Max Cooper and “For 
Roses” by Manoid on repeat.  I note this as my art is sonically/musically informed at the core.  The van led to other drawings and a short story called “Emerald 
Lake.”  This time was very special because this new art series entered my life.  Also, it was special because I was reminded again how I am blessed.  I am 
incredibly talented and received a high level of classical training for visual art and get to create art for myself and friends.  Art to me is an endless source of joy. 

B4: Fatima, Kashaf  

Instagram: @art.bits.ig 

I'm a 21 year-old BIPOC student who's just about to start post-secondary studies after traveling around the world for the majority of my life. My ethnic 
background is Pakistani and I've lived in Canada for over 10 years. I love incorporating arts into my different interests like medicine. I've painted for patients at 
hospitals, taught students to craft, and done henna art for donations. 

Gardens of Paradise, 2020 

This piece is inspired by the gardens in Victoria which have become a frequent inspiration for my newest artworks. When I stepped into the Sunken garden at 
the famous Butchart Gardens for the first time I was awestruck by its beauty. I created this piece to preserve the view in a cultural art style which is frequently 
seen decorated on Trucks in Pakistan. The trucks are covered in hand painted patterns, landscapes, and birds from the roof to the rim of their tires. My focus is 
on bright colours, which give off an optimistic feeling and flowers which symbolize recovery. As well as symmetry and small details to engage the viewer in the 
pleasant view for longer. Painted with acrylics on watercolor paper. 

 

B5: Oliver, Libby  

Instagram: @chewonthisart   

Libby is motivated to investigate material culture by exploring the visual language of “stuff”. Her work centers on the theme of individual and social identity as 
mediated by objects. Her highly relational art practice involves ongoing collaboration with community members as important contributors to her work. She 



currently works as the "Listener in Residence" at the Luther Court Society, an intergenerational project initiated by herself, Regan Shrumm and the Art Gallery of 
Greater Victoria.  

Thrifted, 2019 

This image is compiled of multiple photographs of discarded clothing from Value Village. 

B6: Peicu, Liviu  

Instagram: @lgp_fine_art  

Growing up in a small village in Southern Transilvania, I was first inspired by the stunning beauty of the Carpathian Mountains in Romania. From a very young 
age I knew my strongest passion was to create art.  Destiny took me to Canada in 1992 at the age of 13. After I graduated from high school I was trained in the 
graphic art field. I now reside and create art in stunning Victoria, British Columbia. 

Abstract Natural Flow of Light and Colour, 2020 

In this illustration I tried to take the viewer's eye from the bottom of the banner to the top. Sparkling lights and Japanese maple leaf elements flow from the 
bottom of the artwork. These elements transform into a colourful and eye catching abstract wispy flow to the top of the banner. I illustrated this for the kiosk 
dimensions provided in the creative brief. The medium for this illustration is digital vector art, created in Adobe Illustrator from my hand-traced elements. All the 
elements are originally created from my photography and scans. 

B7: Thomson, Joanne  

Instagram: @joannethomsonartist       

Joanne Thomson (BA MAdEd) is feeling the effects of the COVID 19 Pandemic. Like everyone else her life has been changed. Exhibitions, workshops, and classes 
are cancelled. There is no Fall Fair this year, no dancing with others, no music groups. Only the making of art is in full swing indoors and out. Though the 
audience is absent, the art will wait until it returns. 

No Fair in 2020, 2020 

I have selected images from my Mason Jar series for this new work. Once a year there is a huge celebration of agriculture, home crafts and food of all types on 
the Saanich Peninsula. Residents from all over the Island participate. In 2020, for the first time in over 150 years, the fair has been cancelled. My Mason Jar 
series is about preserving and releasing the past. When I began the series, I was trying to understand my pioneering ancestors and much of their lives were 
about growing and preserving food for long winters.  In this work I have selected a few images from the series related to the Saanich Fall Fair and have added 
some words to lead the viewer through them. 

 

 


